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_ _ _ PREFACE

This is a history of the Air Force's efforts to obtain
a permanent manned presence in space. When I started this
paper, I believed that the Air Force would undertake manned
space operations in the near future and that this was necessary
for the national security. Although a military manned space-
craft other than the Space Shuttle may eventually be orbited,
I am now uncertain of the need for it. I am not alone in
this uncertainty. Many Air Force leaders have had the same
misgivings during the past four decades since the Air Force
began its push into space. It is this uncertainty and the
need to resolve it that is addressed in this paper.

I wish to thank Mr. R. Cargill Hall of the USAF Historical
Research Center for guiding me to the information soarces
needed to complete this project, for ensuring that I made the
paper historically correct, and for critiquing the finished
product.

I also wish to thank my wife, Gayle, for her able assist-
ance in editing the finished product. Her help, understanding,
and support were important to completing this effort.
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CONTINUED___ ___

a role for man in space. The program suffered the same fate
as Dyna Soar for many of the same reasons. Its cancellation
came amidst Congressional cries of duplication with civilian
programs and demands for budget cuts. MOL was canceled in 1969
without finding a useful purpose for putting military man in space.
Next came the Space Shuttle program. For the military, the Shuttle
was to be the sole means of placing satellites in earth orbit.
It still did not define man's role other than placing, retrieving,

Sand repairing satellites in space. The Air Force is currentlY
developing the Aerospace Plane as a follow-on to the Space Shuttle,
and is also consi6ering the usefulness of a space station.

IV. Conclusion. The Air Force must establish a clear-cut role
for man in space before it can establish a permanent manned presence
in space. The Shuttle and NASA's Space Station offer opportunities
for the Air Force in finding that role. If the Air Force fails
in its effort to find the elusive role, there is a good possibility
that future manned Air Force programs, such as the Aerospace Plane,
will 3uffer the same fate as their predecessors. If the Air Force
leadership desires a man in space, it must convince Congress that
military men stationed in space are vital to national security.
Short of that, the United States will. continue to rely on automated
systei,•s to perform military functions in outer space.
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I NTRODUCT ION

A manned military presence in space, the subject of this

paper, has been debated for nearly half a century. Many

questions remain unanswered. Is there a valid need for a

military man in space? Can a man in space do anything to

improve upon automated systems? Can automated systems do the

job better and with less risk to human life? These are among

the questions addressed here. This paper also examines the Air

Force's past and present plans for a manned military space role,

and briefly traces the programs developed by the Department of

Defense and the Air Force in their attempt to establish a

military mission for man in space.

In response to this debate, the Air Force has attempted on

numerous occasions to define man's role in the military space

program. Lee Brown wrote in The Threshold of Space, 1945-1959

that, "Late in 1958, the Air Force attempted to specify its

exact role in space for the sake of long-range planning and

development,3 " but with little success. (25:19)

On February 3, 1964, shortly after the Air Force had

switched from Dyna Soar (for dynamic soaring) to the Manned

Orbiting Laboratory, Secretary of the Air Force Eugene M.

Zuckert test ified before the Ho•se Armed Services Committee:

In the field of mil itary applications of spa(e our
views as to the Future remairn unchanged. We be I ieve
that we must vigarously exploit the most liklely
avenues of interest, though we are. not "et hble to
be dCl ini ti ye enough to dese z- ibe ma nilIi tary Space
role alequateIy to project wei|;jon systems.. ...

(37:44)



Despite the change in research vehicles, the Air Force continued

to grope for a role in space for the military man. This search

continued after the cancellation of the orbiting laboratory and

the switch to the Space Shuttle. The hunt for a military manned

space role continues even as systems such as the Aerospace Plane

(X-30) and NASA's Nacional Space Station are planned. The USAF

Scientific Advisory Board in June 1983 concluded:

A review of operational DOD missions in space has
identified no military application that requires a
manned space station. However, events and
technology have changed the military roles and
missions in the past and may do so again ....
Some of these [new missions] are complex and are
today not well understood. These potential missions
justify DOD participating in the [Manned National
Space Station] as a user interested in exploiting
technical opportunities. . . . (43:3)

And so, despite years of researcih and feasibility studies, the

search fr-- a manned space role c)ntinues. This paper is the

story of the Air Force's search for that rote from World War I1

until today.



CHAPTER ONE

EARLY YEARS OF MILITARY INVOLVEMENT IN SPACE

First Steps

For centuries, man has looked longingly at space and

wondered at its vastness. It has only been in the last century

that he has actually succeeded in reaching out for space and

making use of it. Possibly the first person to realize that man

could achieve space flight was the Russian, Konstantin

Tsiolkovski. In 1883 he began to espouse the theory that

rockets would be needed if man was ever to have space travel.

In his book Exploration of Space and Reactive Devices, which was

first published in 1903, Tsiolkovski proposed the use of liquid

fuel and multi-stage rockets. Tsiolkovski claimed that gas

escaping into space would drive its containing vessel. He went

on to say that the use o01 multi-stage rockets would make capable

the lifting of more weight and, as a result, more fuel than

could a single stage rocket. A multi-stage rocket could be

lifted into space by burning propellant and then casting off the

expended stage while the rocket continued its flight. into space.

The rocket itself would become lighter as it ascended. (7:21-22)

Tsioikovski's ideas would be. the basis for much of Naý'ýi

Germany's work at l'eene•munde (uWring World War I.- Short I y

before the end of the war, on January 2,4, 1945, German

scientists successftiI lIy l utinched an A-9 rocket. 'The A-9) was ,i
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winged prototype of what was planned as the first

intercontinental missile, the A-10. Had it been completed, the

missile would have been used to attack the United States from

Germany. However, the A-9 was an impressive scientific

achievement in its own right. In test launches, the A-9 was

propelled to an altitude of nearly 264,000 feet at a speed of

2,700 mph. (26:49) Doctor Walter Dornberger, then a Lieutenant

General in the German Army and Commander of Peenemunde,

declared: "We have led our generation to the threshold of space-

-the road to the stars is now open." (7:49)

The Germans were truly on the verge of entering space when

the war ended. What was to amaze the Allies at the end of World

War II was that the A-i0 was not the only space system

considered by the Germans. Another system was also considered

and rejected fairly early in the war.

Silver Bird and Sanger

Another metnod of entering spare evaluated by the Ger'mans

did not depend exc:luIs ively on ball lstirzs. The sicwntist that

deve loped this i hta , Etigene Ranger, call•ed his met.thod of s'pace

flight "Silbhervogel1 (Si lver BArdt). Sainger', who I)eg"n his

research in 19'35, conti i nuned to ipk',rkse it, unnt ieI hiis (edt, h n

1964. The Silvt-r itrd, which Santer worked on so I()ng and

tli l i gei tly, W,y d ti() hct I 'iaii•ritt, r (c()verai) itt vthi(cli e Whicili h t'OI i

4



fly like an airplane in the atmosphere and like a spacecraft

when in space.

Kenneth Gatland and Phillip Bono, in their book Frontiers

of Space, discussed Sanger's work in Germany during World War

II:

Before W•orld War II, Sanger was called from Vienna
and entrusted with the formation of the Research
Institute for the Technique of Rocket Flight at
Trauen, Germany, where his ideas were considerably
extended with the aim of producing an antipodal
bomber. The research undertaken. . .was remarkable
and far ahead of its time. Although terminated in
1942, its general conclusions were to dominate
aerospace technology for a generation. (1:137)

Sanger's intercontinental bomber called for a vehicle

launched using a captive booster. The booster Sanger described

was unusual but workable.

[The vehicle would be launched] along a monorail
track 1.8 miles long. Near the end of the track,
the booster sled would be braked and ultimately
brought to rest while the aircraft took off at about
Mach 1.5 and climbed at a 30 degree angle. At 5,500
feet altitude, the craft would fire its own rocket
engiie to achieve a ballistic flight path extending
100 miles into spa(ce. The c.raft would use 'skip'
technique, bouncing off the earth's atmosphere to
extend its range. (1:138)

The idea was dropped by the German mnii iitary in 1942 in

favor of developing the A-4 ( later cal led V2), A-.9. and A-10,

s i nce the technology req(uire-d to dlevelIop thes.;e systeims would(1 be

much 1• es than that r-equ uired for the 5i Iver" Bird (.y Stem .

[)esp i te its reje(Ct 101 dLur - "ng tht w~ir', Sanger" beI i eved InI t-he
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validity of his concept, and argued that one day his system

would "ferry, supply, and furnish rescue equipment to manned

space stations." (13:196) Shortly before his death in 1964 he

asserted:

When a quarter of a century ago, space flight first
became a technical reality, two fundamentally
different aveaues of development existed. On the one
hand, we could develop the ballistic missile-like
spacecraft, essentially similar to the proposals of
Tsiolkovski, Goddard, Oberth and Esnault Pelterie;
whilst on the other hand, lay the further development
of aircraft engineering towards space vehicles
capable of cosmic flight, the so-called aerodynamic
way to space, as advanced by a group of Viennese
scientists, including von Hoefft, Valier and
Sanger. (13:197)

The arguments Sanger advanced in that lecture would continue to

be debated through the early development of space flight in the

United States.

X-1, X-2, and Aerobee Rockets

The United States began its fledgling attempts toward space

flight in areas that ranged from rocketry to the development of

aircraft that tested aerodynamics at hi[gh spee•d and high

altitudes. The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

(NACA) and the Arimy , Air Force, and Navy each had its own

c) gra-ims and cojicurren tiy looked at bal i, i. l(2 r-ocke try and

aer-ody rhm 1(: spacef I Ight.. The SCervic,5; al;() I ,;so kuight to e.xp lore:

6
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the physiological and psychological effects on man of flight in

the upper atmosphere and beyond.

The aircraft program was initiated in February 1945 when

the US Army Air, Forces (USAAF) contracted with Bell Aircraft

Corporation to produce three X-1, transonic-capable, flight

research aircraft. In December 1945 the USAAF contracted with

Bell for three follow-on X-2 aircraft. These aircraft would

play a significant role for both NACA and the USAAF because they

were the first American aircraft that used liquid propellant

rocket engines. (26:49-52) The X-1 first flew on 19 January 1946,

while the X-2 would not be flown until 27 June 1952. By

the time of the X-2 flight, Captain Chuck Yeager had already

made his historic flight that attained supersonic velocity on

14 October 1947.

In 1946 other experiments also took place that had an

impact on the possibilities of manned space flight. On

17 December 1946 the National Institute of Health, with the help

of the USAAF, began space biological research at Holloman Army

Air Field in New Mexico. (26:57) By 1952 the United States Air

Force began usinr.g Aerobee rockets to fire living monkeys and

mice into space L1) determine their reactions to the environment.

Kenneth Gatlavid described these experiments:

I•nside pressurized capsules- . . [andl received a
supply of reciirculated oxygen. Instruments at tached
to theeir bodies ai iowed meiasuremett. of blood
pressure, heart action, p[ulIse and respiration atnid .
was telemete red to the groundl. Dat a received
indncated that the monkeys were not serious Ly

7
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disturbed by the actual flight. . . . An Acrobee

launched. . . in 1952 was partially successful in
showing the reactions of mammals under
weightlessness. (3:149-150)

These results, analyzed by Doctor Jd P. Henry of the Wright

Field Aeromedical Laboratory, suggested that "man would have no

difficulty in performing all actions necessary to control a

vehicle in a weightless state."(3:149-150) Man could fly and

survive in space--at least for short periods of time.

X-l5 Program

On 14 Ju~y 1952 the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics' Executive Committee began a study on the problems

associated with manned flight beyond the earth's atmosphere.

The study -esulted in a May 1954 decision to build a manned

research vehicle which would follow through with research

information gained in the X-1, X-2, and Aerobee flight programs.

On 9 July 1954 NACA met with Air Force and Navy representatives

to "propose the X-15 as an exte-nsion of the cooperative rocket

research program. " Tnis propci;al was accepted by the two

services and the X-15 program began. (26:75) General Thomas D.

White? Chief of' Staff of the Air Force, obsonrved:

A in Focze progress toward space has bcen
evolutitonary-,the natturi-ix' deve 1 opit.e:t and! extue~nsio'
of speed, al t i tutide and sust:a ined f l ight . ...

Actual ly, the: A ir•t [orce has been penetrating th-
f'r ingel of F pace for' sev("'.r I years w i th ,nIfanned
a i I-(cra f"t.. Men i k Y eagex' r, Everest, Apt. and K inc ioe
have beti' our ptorof,-oi. rhte. North American X- 15

8
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rocket research plane, which is now under development
as a joint effort on the part of the Air Force, Navy
and NASA will be our first aerospace craft. It is
expected to travel at speeds of a mile a second and
altitudes of more than a hundred miles above the
earth. It is only a step away from manned orbital
flight. (15:14)

The process of reaching for space was indeed evolutionary.

The X-1 exceeded 90,000 feet and 1,600 mph. The X-2 flew to

altitudes over 126,000 feet and at speeds of 1,900 mph. The

X-15 was designed to fly at altitudes in excess of 300,000 feEC

and speeds of more than 4,000 mph, its rocket engines producing

over 50,000 pounds of thrust.

"The real mission of the X-15," according to a NASA

handbook, "is the quest for- knowledge." When outside of the

aerodynamically effective atmosphere, the pilot controlled his

plane using reaction jets. He experienced weightlessness for

brief p criods of time and had to reenter the earth's atmosphere

much like a spacecraft. The X-15 was dropped frorci a B-52

carrier aircraft, after which the pilot started the rocket

engines to attain speed and altitude. After the rocket burned

out, the pilot used the vehicle's aerodrnamics as an airplane to

glide back to a landing. (40:1) "The X-15 program had a simple

basis: A series of progress-ive steps to higher spe'.ds and higher

altitudes, each step providing niew data or confirming

theoretical or wind tunnel iata on the ctharacteristics of an

airplate performing in a very advanc-ed flight regime." (40:19)

The X-15, which began flight. test ing on 8. 3une 1959,

produced many ben,;fits in preparat ion for manned spaceflight.

9
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It helped develop manned space technology prior to the first

Project Mercury flight. By the time Alan Shepard flew the first

orbital flight on 5 May 1961, NASA knew that there would be no

ill biological effects because of the research performed in the

X-15 progi-am. Before Shepard made his suberbital flight, the

X-15 had already flown to an al-itude of 169,600 feet and at

speeds of over 5,000 mph. The highest of these flights produced

approximately two minutes of weightlessness. (42:iii)

After Shepard's 1961 flignt, the X-15 program and Project

Mercury became parallel approaches to research of manned space

flight. But more importantly from the Air Force's point-of-

view, the X-15 helped prove Sanger's Silver Bird theories that a

boost-glide type space vehicle would work. As Wendell Stil~lwell

observed:

New that men have begun !o-ag range planning of the
nation's space program, they envision daily shuttle
runs to orbital spac2 laboratories and foresee the
need for efficient, reusable space ferries.
Scientists now talk of two-stage rocket planes and
recoverable boosters. Also proponents of the two
principle mean•s of orbital and suborbital reentry-
ballistic capsule and lifting bodies-are close
together, for the force that slows a capsule can be
used for maneuvering as the X-15 has proved. (42:6)

The Air Force's interest in the X-15 program and Sanger's

Silver Bird su•gested a follow-on to the X-15 program. The

follow-on became known as the Rocket Bomber (ROBO), later as

Dyna Soar (for Dynamic-' Soar ng 'ichicrle ), and eventually the

X.- :0. The X-15 program, ha)wever, was desti ned to outliv e the

i I0



Dyna Soar program. Before the X-15 was retired from research,

it had set an altitude record of 354,200 feet and a speed record

of 4,520 mph, producing a total flight time for all three X-15s

of thirty hours. (11:152) Dyna Soar expected to build on the

scientific information collected in the X-15 program and become

the first aerodynamic vehicle to enter space.

iI
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CHAPTER TWO

X-20, DYNA SOAR SPACECRAFT

Air Force Interest Starts

Sanger's Silver Bird theories were fully investigated by

the United States military after World War II ended.

Investigations centered around aircraft-shaped boosters in

multi-stage configurations. Dr. Walter Dornberger, who worked

after the war as a consultant for Bell Airplane Company, the

producers of the X-1 and X-2, advocated Sanger's ideas. (1:139)

In 1954 the US Air Force became interested in Dornberger's

suggestion that Sanger's Silver Bird be developed in the United

States. Studies of the concept were made before the program was

put into development.

In 1948 Rand produced a favorable analysis of Sanger's

'boost-glide' vehicle. In 1952 Dr. Dornberger, through Bell,

proposed that "a manned hypersonic boost-glide bomber/

reconnaissance system" be developed by the Air Force. (24:45)

This concept conbined Sanger's ideas with the results of the

earlier Rand study. The Air Force subsequently awarded Bell

contracts to develop the boost-glide vehicle idea. Bell

proposed to build two versions of the boost-glide vehicle,

making one a Bomber Missile (initially nicknamed BOMI and later

called Rocket Bomber or ROBO), and the other a reconnaissance

spacecraft (nicknamed Brass Bell). (24:45-59) Automation had

12



not yet reached a stage vhere ICBM's could be considered

accurate, and a manned orbital bomber was thought to be needed

to improve the accuracy of intercontinental bombing. (2:81) In

April 1957 Headquarters USAF consolidated these programs into a

single project called Dyna Soar, for Dynamic Soaring Vehicle.

This project was to be jointly worked by NACA, Rand, and the Air

Research Development Center (ARDC), and was put under three

development categories: Dyna Soar I, originally the Hywards

program, which was strictly research of space flight using a

boost-glide vehicle; Dyna Soar II, originally the Brass Bell

reconnaissance program; and Dyna Soar III, originally the ROBO

or Rocket Bomber program. The proposed development schedule in

the summer of 1957 called for:

D.S.I D.S.I1 D.S.III
Ist Flight 1963 1966 1970
IOC* NA 1969 1974
Range NA 5,000 mi circumnavigate

the globe
*initial operational capability

(24:46)

Through the Dyna Soar program, the Air Force hoped to determine

the military usefulness of manned space flight and perfect an

offensive weapon system.

One month after this schedule was set, on October 4, 1957,

the Soviet Union successfully launched the first vehicle to

achieve Earth orbit--Sputnik 1. Air Force leaders believed that

efforts needed to be intensified so that the United States would

have a military space presence as soon as possible given the

13



Soviet achievement. As a result, the Air Staff quickly changed

Dyna Soar's schedule:

D.S.I D.S.Il D.S.III
Ist Flight 1962 1964 1965
IOC* NA 1967 1968
*initial operational capability

(24:46)

The Eisenhower Administration, however, did not necessarily

concur with this plan.

Administration Skeptical of Need

The Republican Eisenhower Administration, even after the

Sputnik success, remained skeptical of the need for an expanded

and accelerated space program. Administration officials

believed the benefits derived from scientific space exploration

were justified, but that the military uses of a manned space

program were few, if any at all. (14:44) Defense Secretary

Charles F. Wilson labelled the Soviet feat "a neat scientific

trick." (14:1) But Democrat Adlai Stevenson declared, '. .not

just our pride, but our security is at stake. .", and most

Americans agreed with him. (14:1) On 3 November 1957 Sputnik 11

achieved orbit carrying a dog named Laika, increasing the anti-

administration rhetoric. Th,. U.S. public wanted the U.S. space

program to progress at a faster pace, and the news media ýqrreed.

(6:145-147) One month later, Maxime A. Faget of the NACA

Langley Laboratory proposed the ballistic-shaped space vehicl}
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which was to become the basis of the Mercury program. At about

the same time, Alfred J. Eggers, Jr., of NACA's Ames Laboratory,

and Eugene S. Love and John V. Becker, both of Langley, proposed

that the better method of space flight would be to develop a

boost-glide configuration such as Dyna Soar. (26:93)

On 13 January 1958 President Dwight D. Eisenhower proposed

in a letter to Soviet Premier Nikolai Bulganin that the Soviet

Union and the United States agree that outer space be used cnly

for peaceful purposes Peaceful uses, in Eisenhower-s view,

also embraced military support missions in space, but not

offensive weapon systems. Although not immediately accepted by

the Soviets, future American presidents adopted this

interpretation of the peaceful uses of outer space, and it would

remain in effect until modified by President Ronald Reagan in

1982.

While Eisenhower proposed the peaceful uses of space, he

established the Advanced Research Projects Agencý (ARPA) to

coordinate a;I military services' oater space programs. (26:94)

The Air Force space programn, prior to the organization of ARPA,

consisted of boti military support (Dyna Soar 1) and offensive

(Dyna Soar 1I and 111) manned space programs. Air Force plans

in January 1958 called on Dyna Soar for: 1) manned capsule and

conF:eptual t~esting, 2) boost-glide tactical weapons delivery,

3) Lvoost-glide int.,rceptor, 4) satellite interceptor, 5) global

reconnaissance, an() 6) a global bomber. (24: 132) Al t hough

Pr-es iden t 1E`isenhowe:-ý leotter, Lo the Soyviet P~remiu~r- thi-eatt erit
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the prospects of many of these missions, another event

threatened the remainder of the Dyna Soar space program. This

event was the establishment of & civilian space agency in the

summer of 1958.

On 26 July 1958 President Eisenhower signed the National

Aeronautics and Space Act of 1.958 creating the National.

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). In a prepared

statement, Eisenhower asserted, "The present National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). . will provide the nucleus

for NASA. The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has

an established record of research performance and cooperttion

with the armied services." (26:100)

The establishment of NASA resulted in the transfer of all

scientific m24nned programs along with re'ated facilities from

the Air Force, Army, and ARPA to NASA's control. Before the

formation of NASA, the Jet Propul,;ion Laboratory at the

California Institute of Techn;,oJogy, the Naval Research

Laboratory, and ARPA worked with the DOD and the services. After

the National Aeronautics and Space Act was; signed, many of these

agenc ies were, a';signed to NASA. (14:50) ARPA attempted to keep

military losses to a mininmum. When NASA was established, the

prevailinjog military thought was tPhat the United States must not

permit a foreign power, to cont.trol spi ace. An ARPA spokesman

sta ted, "A st!-ong military r'ese•drch and (de\•le'p)men t plogram that

w i 1 [ 1 e -d to tmairued ar kin•( ra i.ned space o rb i t. i ig we a pon Syste

-Ind spac( f1 ight vehi cl Ies t.o per-,i0n t IY i ii tairly ()o-erat iols iIn S.pac

1.6
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can be the key to future national survival." (24:146-147) ARPA,

nevertheless, lost its battle with the newly formed space

agency. All scientific satellite and most manned space programs

passed to NASA's control in 1959. The USAF did manage, however,

to retain one manned space program which it felt vital to the

national security--the Dyna Soar program. An Air Force officer

involved in the program opined:

The Air Force has been successful in retaining
Dyna Soar by asserting that it has less than an
orbital capability. This procedure has thus far
succeeded in thwarting ARPA's overtures to take
over the program. The Director of ARPA has stated
that the Dyna Soar program is the best approach
toward the goal of manned space vehicles having a
military capability. It is anticipated that ARPA
will develop some type of man-in-space program
patterned after the Dyna Soar program. The Air
Force continued for some time to emphasize the
suborbital. . .characteristics of Dyna Soar while
going forward with its development as rapidly as
weak funding and strong opposition. . permitted.
(24:168)

Soar and a Manned S pace M i ss ion

The Air- Force wanrted the Dyna Soar program and had been

directing its efforts toward orbital fl ight all a•aong, des.pite

OCCaIsional assurances to the contrary to ARPA and NASA. F r()m

the outset of the Air- Forces'5 rvs'ýarch or- the us'e of space,

Ranl, ARDC, ansi the Ball ist. ic Missi I) Divis.ion it Kir tlnd1( A-'H,

NM, had (discussed p1|I aiS for- indinned, recoverab l2 , ta t. h ()'i. t ,

a space st, icn,, and an eXpenldah1) 1 elunar Iarl•(r. (25:7) These

fajr-s;ighted r'ecorinmte da(ti on( s w ' r e made I. w() t.() three prior " ) Io (
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Sputnik I. Dyna Soar, to the thinking of these agencies, could

perform the first of these three missions.

In the late 1950s Dyna Soar's mission would: 1) demonstrate

piloted maneuvering reentry and man's ability to glide to a

conventional site and land, 2) gather research data on reentry,

and 3) explore the full potential of the pilot in space flight.

(12:81) Purpose statements no longer discussed potential

offensive uses of Dyna Soar. USAF leaders were convinced of the

need for manned spacecraft, even though they could not define

precisely the reasons why. They claimed manned missions of

value because man could react to his environment, make repairs,

and work to overcome unanticipated events. (14:67) Based on the

perceived if ill-defined need for manned space flight, the Air-

Force in December 1957 requested proposals from industry for a

hypersonic maneuverable reentry vehicle. (12:81) On 16 June

1958 Phase I contracts for development of Dyna Soar were awarded

to the Martin Company and the Boeing Company. (26:99) A year

and a half later, on 10 November 1959, contracts we.-e let with

the two companies for full scale 6evelopment. (26:114) The Dyna

Soar program was under way.

Dyna Soar- was. initially desig.ned as a (deIta winged

spacecri-aft to be l aunched on a booster rock-et. The booster was

to Use Off- the -she I " te(hio Lo0y-. Th is resu I ted in a iJanuary

1 958 dec ision to 111,te th~e IDyna Soar- w ilrt a cluister of mini iteman

sol id propel 1 )nt I((cke -s t.henl (1.. devel(opment for the I[SA-

ICI(M ( (Force. The (dylnamic rs ()f -- epala L ing these ci Jstered r()(rk'ts
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ore-at-a-time as they were expended, however, proved too complex

and costly. The program was changed in July 1959

when Boeing proposed the Atlas Centaur rocket as a booster. The

Air Force, however, decided in April 1960 to develop a new

liquid propellant rocket, the Titan I. This went along with Air

Force statements that the Dyna Soar was only to be used for

suborbital flights, which was all the Titan I could achieve. It

was not long, though, before the Air Force changed direction and

made the Titan I1 the launch vehicle, claiming the change

necessary because the Dyna Soar vehicle was going to be heavier

than expected and would need more boost for the heavier payload.

By January 1962 plans had shifted to a new booster, the Titan

III, giving Dyna Soar orbital capability. The Titan III was

modified into the Titan IIIC in January 1963 when it was decided

that time in space needed to be increased to three orbits with

some capability for space maneuverability. (12:82)

The reentry vehicle's design went through many changes as

well. The 1958 proposal was little more than an engineer's

sketch. When the drawing was considered technical ly, it was

found that the vehicle C:ould 1not withhstand the heat generated

durinng reent. ry and would encounter severe roll and yaw problems

when operatLing inside the atmosphere. A new desi gn was

presented in 1960. Th is desigi:i incorporated a sma 1 I turboje;t to

be started on reentry and used in the f ina Iý stages of landing.

Aga in , it did (1not. take Ilong to dlis cover that a turfboje(.t (:701(d

not he star ted at the extremie a t it.des a nd1 speed-, as soc4ted
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with reentry, and that by the time the altitude was low enough

to allow the engine to be started, it would not have sufficient

spool time to help in the landing. The idea was quickly

dropped. i12:82)

In 1962 the final design for the Dyna Soar was introduced

and confirmed in formal testing. T1'he rear of this newly

designed vehicle attached to the Titan IIIC through a transtage

vehicle, which would remain attached to Dyna Soar for limited

maneuvering in space. The transtage would give Dyna Soar the

degree of flexibility the Air Force thought needed to maneuver

to investigate events as they occurred while the spacecraft was

in orbit. (12:82) This constant shifting and redesigning

significantly added to costs, and eventually contributed to the

decision to cancel Dyna Soar altogether.

Dyna Soar Political Problems

On April 12, 1961, the Soviet Union orbited Major Yuri

Gagar in around the earth in a Vostock spacecraft. Prior to this

event, the Air Force and DOD put great stock in the new

President, John F. Kennedy, Jr. President Kennedy's decision to

accelerate both military and civilian space programs resulted in

Dyna Soar shar ing in an addit ional $144 in il I ion to speed

deve.lopment. Th is support soon ended w i th Gagar in's f I ight.

P rcs ident Kennedy Aninounced a re d i rect i o• of the na t io, a . s p-ace
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effort in his 25 May 1961 State of the Union Address. In it

Kennedy said, "Now is the time to take longer strides--time for

a great new American enterprise--time for this Nation to take a

clearly leading role in space achievement which in many ways may

hold the key to our future on Earth." He then set as goals:

1) landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely to Earth

by the end of the decade, 2) the early development of a nuclear

powered rocket, 3) orbiting of a satellite communications

network, and 4) orbiting a satellite weather network. (34:22)

This ultimately meant less money for- the USAF mannel space

effort.

Dyna Soar pilot selection started in July 1961, with both

NASA and USAF pilots considered for the suborbital program.

(34:33) Not lcng afterward, however, the development times were

reduced when DOD authorized a direct transition from the B-52

drop flights to unmanned and manned orbital flights. This

eliminated the step-one suborbital program in an attempt to keep

costs down and get Dyna Soar into space sooner. (34:76)

in July 1962 22 pilots were selected and Dyna Soar was

renamed the X-20 program. Congressmen, however, increasingly

accused NASA and the USAF of duplicating manned space flight

efforts in the Mercury and X-20 programs. In September

Secretary of the Air Force Eugene M. Zuckert 'espcnded:

In addition to our c.ontribution to the SUCcess of
the NASA program , the Air Force is requir-ed by its
own mission to put its energies into a different
kind of space effort..... The United States is
(ledIcat ed. . to the peaceful exploitaition of t.re
space medium. The dual orbital experiment
of the Soviets, when coupled with their previous

21
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claims, seems to indicate that the need for
protection against possible threats to our
security will be in the near orbital stage of'
space, rather- than farther out. (35:197)

It was the near orbital stage of space where the X-20 was

designed to operate and protect our space interests. But

troubles for the X-20, despite Secretary Zuckert's assurances,

were mounting quickly.. Offering generalities about "possible

threats" to national security proved insufficient. What the

Congress and the Air Forcc needed were concrete specifics about

the military uses ana value of Dyna Soar.

Dyna Soar Cancellation

After visiting Boeing in Seattle and the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center in Houston, in early 1963, Secretary of

Defense Robert S. McNamara declared:

In the last siA months the Derertment of Defense
has completed with NASA an agreerient on joint
planning for the NASA Gemini Program. We want to
see how Gemini and the X-20 can be fitted together
to make the best program for both military and
civ i ien purposes. k,36:90)

Later, ac a House Armed Services Comittee hearing, McNama'a

test if ied:

A substantdi - asnount of Fanding (for- FY (4) s
reque sted for Dyne;ý Soar' , I e
that rat her subsst .Ant. ial Ic •lngý.s I i vi ai of, f 1,Is n
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this Dyna Soar. I say this, in part, because of
the Gemini development. Gemini is a satell.te.
on which has been spent to dae e $300 million.
toward a total program cost of $800 rillion
Gemini is a competitive development with Dyna Soar
in the sense that each of them are (sic) designue
to provide low ea-tn orbit manned flight. .
(36:115)

Obviously, this statemert did little to protect the X-20

program. In the same House testimony, McNamara said:

We don't have any clear military requirement, cr
any known military requirement [for Dyna Sozr),
per se. But, ! think we do have a requirement for
environmental testing and experimentation in near-
earth orbit . ... I guess that we will find that
Gemini has a greater military potential for us.
than coes Dyna Soar. . .and [Dyna Soar will] cost to
complete. . something on the order of $800 million
to a billion doliars. The questior is, do we meet
a rather ill-defined military requiremeot. . better
by modifying Gemini in some joint p,'oject with
NASA. . . . (36:115)

In June 1963 the House of Representatives passed a DOD

authorization bill for ýY 1964, one that included $125 million

for' the X-20 program along wit', the House's strong endorsement.

(37:256) Despite this, Secretarv McNamara canceled the Dyna

,o..eti. 19n3. Par"t of the money authorized

for" the X-20 program was to b1.v 'liverted to a new program -- the

Man)ned Orbiting, iiaboratory (MOL). At •.he t im,: of Its
cance lilat ion, in ducir g a fu].! scale Dyna Sear test

L BHoei~ng was u rcdu

vh i cle. . he l ehi1'. woui d ".e Le fin i.ched (3rowi.ng costC s,

g,'ow.ng ~corlpIeP x i Iy, *and the I k f 0," c1 [ d Se.ar I I iitair-y object ive

se, led ithe X -20':1 S atLe. A,'0 rhe. W'" " sn thI X-.O sos ov. i' w .e
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the weight of a ballistic capsule with the same payload

capability. The Air Force shifted its manned military space

program effort to the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), which

used NASA's Gemini ballistic capsules. (1:142)
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CHAPTER THREE

MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY (MOL)

Blue Gemini

The Blue Gemini concept was an Air Force manned space

flight program to develop rendezvous, docking, and transfer of

personnel and equipment for military purposes using Gemini-type

spacecraft. The concept surfaced during Congressional hearings

on the FY 1963 DOD budget as part of an Air Force plan to

develop space technology. Back in 1962, Air Force Space Systems

Division explored ways to use Gemini for an Air Force controlled

man-in-space program called Manned Orbital Development System

(MODS). MODS consisted of a military space station using Gemini

as a ferry to get to and from the station. The Blue Gemini

proposal would allow Air Force pilots to fly on six Gemini

missions so that the Air Force would have a bank of experienced

astronauts to fly the MODS missions. (28:120)

According to Hacker and Grimwood's history of the Gemini

program, Blue Gemini brought a mixed response in the Air Force

and NASA. Some in the Air Force, including Chief of Staff

Curtis E. LeMay, correctly perceived that. the program would

jeopardize the Dyna Soar development program. Blue Gemini,

others believed, could be ready in the very near term since it

would use technology and hardware from the civilian program,

which would be ready much earlier than would the X-20. NASA

25
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supported the idea of Blue Gemini because it would bring an

infusion of defense funds. But Defense Secretary McNamara

surprised both the Air Force and NASA by proposing the X-20

program and Gemini be merged into a single program under DOD

management. NASA then began to balk, and NASA's W. Fred Boone,

the Deputy Associate Administrator for Defense Affairs,

observed:

It is in the national interest that the management
of Project Gemini remain with NASA's Manned
Spacecraft Center. A change in program management
would seriously delay and substantially increase the
cost of the manned lunar landing program. Any delay
would reduce the chances that the United States will
make a manned lunar landing before the Russians do.
(28:120)

When NASA fought McNamara's takeover proposal, he came back

with a new proposal for a merger and joint management of Gemini

by the Air Force and NASA. Again, Air Force leadership feared

they would lose the X-20 program. NASA, for its part, used the

same reasons to fight joint management. Instead, NASA suggested

a steering board be formed. The Gemini Program Planning Board

was the result, with no real power over the program. The real

power remained in NASA's hands where NASA wanted it. According

to Boone, the board allowed the Air Force to help "in the

development, pilot training, pre-flight check-out, launch

operations, and flight operations of the Gemini Program to assist

NASA and to meet DOD objectives." In other words, there would be

no change in the current relationship between the two

organizations. (28:121)
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MOL Program Beginnings

The MODS/Blue Gemini proposal was not totally wasted; it

did lay the groundwork for what became the Air Force's own

Gemini program---the Gemini B/Manned Orbiting Laboratory.

(28:171) McNamara formally announced the new program to

Congress on 10 December 1963. In doing so, he canceled the X-20

program and declared that the Manned Orbiting Laboratory would

be the primary project to find a military use of manned space

stations, and, for that matter, a military need for manned space

flight. When the new program was announced, Air Force Secretary

Zuckert stated, "We welcome the assignment of the Manned

Or-biting Laboratory Project, and we will now concentrate our

resources and best management effort on this job. . . . This

will assure effective Air Force participation in the manned

space program." (36:474)

In 1964 a pre-program study by the Defense Analysis

Institute observed that "MOL will exist primarily for the

purpose of providing test facilities to evaluate man's ability

to make significant contributions to military functions in an

orbital environment." The study placed the emphasis of the

program on testing the ability of human beings to 1) maintain

mental health in extended orbits of up to thirty days, 2)

maintain physical health in extended orbit, 3) use his manual

dexterity in a space environment, and 4) to see if man could

improve upon the results achieve,-] wi th automated and semi-
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automated equipment. (29:1-3) But only the fourth of these

objectives vaguely referred to what military men might

accomplish in space.

MOL would also be a test, as Dyna Soar was to have been, of

the usefulness of man in a military space role. It was designed

to see if man could enhance reconnaissance, bombing, and command

and control rales in space. One of the tests of his

capabilities would be a reconnaissance test. In this concept,

astronauts would sort through reconnaissance data col Lected

automatically, focus sensors on specific areas of interest, and

put the selected materials into canisters which would be

jettisoned from the spacecraft, reenter the earth's atmosphere,

and be recovered by the Air Force. Astronauts, in this early

idea, would shuttle back and forth between Earth and the MOL via

Gemini spacecraft. (14:68)

MOL Political Problems

Even though McNamara announced the program in December

1963, and much of the concept work was completed in 1964, the

program was not formally blessed by President ,Johnson until

August 1965, when he approved the building of five MOLs. Part

of the reason for the iong delay between McNamara's announcement

and the President's ;approval was the on-,going argument over

whether the Air- Force. anrd NASA should both hlve a manned space
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role. Dr. Harold Brown, DOD's Director of Research and

Engineering, summed tp the military's side of the argument when

he testified before the House Armed Services Committee on

Research and Development on 14 February 1964:

But. . .this could grow into a space station if and
after. . . we conclude. .that a man caln have a
substantial military purpose [in space]. [DOD
should] move more aggressively into she manned space
flight arena in order to explore more fully man's
utility for the performance of military space
missions. . . . (37:65)

Powerful politicians such as Senator- Clinton P. Anderson,

Chairman of the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space

Science,., in a letter to President Johnson on 8 November 1964,

went even further and urged the merger of MOL and Apollo X

(later Skylab) programs to make a jointly operated space station

and save the taxpayer S$ billion. (37:382) The Air Force in

this instance found a strong ally in NASA, which wished to

remain completely separate from military spacefaring. The

Deputy Associate Administrator for Space Sciences and

Applications, Edgar M. Cortright, stated that there was a

funda~mrenLtal difference in ona- NA aTd D[OD w1as trying to

nchnlevin, vito A-•:•tlo aind MOL. "NA 3A's r'oie is to explore and

exploit •pac fcy peaceful pi poes. The DOD's role is to stay

prýpa~rer' to lef.-•id Ihe Un ted States ar d its allies. . . t" c

miss Ionsi, ,e , r~ued, did not go toge th<,r . (.38: 183)

MDL, htowt:'-w r , had t s.vofc-ongressiona I sup,ýýor~e rc;

The.ie- supportecrs, eI~wi~ e'o1 e tile ca toiyrv-.s in favor ot



MOL development. On 3 June 1965 the Military Operations

Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Operations

stated in a report that the DOD should commence full-scale

development of the Manned Orbital Laboratory without further

delay. Others, such as Representative John W. Wyder of the

House Science and Astronautics Committee, used even stronger

language. Charging a Soviet threat in space in a letter to the

New York Times, Wyder said:

It is time now to put the manned military control
of space on a crash basis equal to the Apollo
program. The first MOL flight is scheduled from
two and one half to three years from now. This
should be speeded up at least a year and the
necessary sacrifices made to achieve it ....
To achieve our goals effectively, the manned earth
orbiting program should be placed under military
control .... The decision we must make is not
whether there will be military control of space
but whether- that control will be Russian or our
own. . . . (38:290-291)

On 25 August 1965 President Johnson approved the MOL

development program, estimating its cost at $1.5 billion. At a

news conference, the President said:

This program will bring us new knowledge about what
man is able to do in space. It will enable us to
relate that ability to the, defen,ýe of America.
Unmanned flights to test launching, recovery and
other basic parts of the system %ill begin late nex.,
year or early 1967. The initial unmanned taunch of
a fully equipped laboratory is scheduled for 1968.
This will be followed later that year by the first
of five flights with two-man crews..... [T..he US
will] live ,Ap to our agreement not to orb it weapons
of mass dest ruct.on ..... 38-396)

S7,0o
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MOL System and Mission

The $1.5 billion approved by the President for the MOL

project would be used to test and develop the booster and to

test a modified version of the Gemini capsule as well as

developing the laboratory itself. McDonnell Aircraft

Corporation was to modify the Gemini capsule, ensuring it would

connect with the laboratory produced by Douglas Aircraft

Company. Finally, the capsule and MOL would be attached to the

top 'f a Martin Marietta Company produced Titan IIIC. The Gemini

capsule would be the same as that used by NASA except that it

would have a hatch cut into the heat shield allowing the crewmen

access from the capsule into the laboratory. The laboratory

itself was to be a cylinder, 51 feet long and 10 feet in

diameter, providing living and working facilities for a two man

crew. Only 14 feet of the laboratory would be pressurized with

the remaining unpressurized 3'7 feet used for vehicle systems and

storables. MOL missions were planned to last thirty days. (16:164)

The launch vehicle was the Titan IIIC booster. Scheduled

for operational use in 1965, the Titan IIIC could launch the 1.8

million pound payload using 2.5 million pounds of thrust

produced by a combination of I iquid and sol id propellant motors.

By 1968, however, this had been changed to the Titan 1I M which

produced 2.2 mill ion pounds of thr'ust.. The add iti onal thrust

was needed to asfsur, that polar orbhits cLould (he atta ined,

• • ••% •. • , "• "• ", ", , , • , , . . . . . , ,. .. . , . . .. ..3. . .



thereby making the MOL more useful to the military. But, the

change further added to the cost of MOL. (16:30-35)

The experiments that the military wanted in a polar orbit

were to be designed by industry but conform to desires of the

Air Force and Navy. Frank Burnham stated in a 1968 Aviation

Week article that 25 experimental areas, of which 15 were

primary, were designed for the MOL in accordance with Navy and

Air Force guidance. The experiments included: tracking of

ground targets using an image velocity sensor subsystem;

electromagnetic signal detection; in-space maintenance; tracking

of space targets; acquisition of targets of opportunity (both

land and sea); extra vehicular activities (EVA) using a remote

maneuvering unit to inspect the MOL and other spacecraft;

autonomous navigation; post-attack bomb damage assessment;

multi-band spectral experiments; general performance of men in

military assignments; biological and psychological experiments;

ocean surveillance for the Navy; assembly, erection, and

alignment. of large structures in space; large optics in Earth

orbit; material degradation; multi-band s,,pectral analvsis of

planets; recovery of space objects; t5 ii'-glOW photography;

electron density; air-glow analysis; p1 asmnia ttxper i mnentat ion;

communications; propagation; iltria violet experiments and passive

propel lIant set, t.l i ng '•ystems. (16i33-35) 'Ihe Wa I 1 Street ,Journal.

on[ 26 A ukig st+. 1965, c:.onsolida11ted alIl of twhese inisstions- into t.)rvee

genera ic(Ta toll t~t"es e-[: 1 , ) i tllissan of t.he LN arid l(II 'nn2

IrIIspec:t ion of' non -1US sa ItellIi tis, and 3) 51 VkI Ii I(t ()11 f' thle



oceans. These, the newspaper claimed, were the three primary

roles of the MOL program. (38:400) These roles did not add

measurably to US satellite capabilities. Instead they were

primarily tests to see if man could improve on the performance

of automatic satellites.

The Washington Post, in an article on MOL in September

1965, said of its mission:

The primary mission of MOL. . is without a doubt
to have man supplement the machine as a shutterbug
spy. . .. Hence man will advance the sensationally
successful camera work of the unmanned SAMOS series
of photo reconnaissance satellites. . . . Human
judgment is the critical new factor. . . . (Men] can
use their judgment on what to photograph. . . . They
can be selective on when and where to aim. . . new
and experimental photographic equipment. rThey can
also] maintain and repair [this new equipment].
Indeed, it is not inconceivable that. .manned
synchronous [orbit] satellites, able to hover over
Russia and the United States [would be] ready to
flash instant word of missile firings, rocket tests,
nuclear explosions, mass troop movements or other
important military activities. (38.416)

d. S. Butz speculated in a 1968 Air Force and Space Digest

article that MOLs could be used to manage a fleet of unmanned

reconna i ssance, sate I I Les. The MOLs wou Id he used to "f i te r

and d iscard large quait it. ieies of unneVcessary (dattl," reduc in g the

time an(] vol ume of' traoosm iss ions to the ground l ink. Th is,

aldded to the repa i i (capab ii ty t.hat men WOOU (1 perform on the

Lnmanned Sate I I Ites whIWn) O)rea'dkdown, (W(Zdl WOO In make the

enit ire .;ystem che )p at)d ef f'i c ient.. ( 17:2551) hut he• u'e any

of' these ini ssions ('(ould begin, the Air, Forc(. haid t.o get th(e

first MGI, into orbtt.. 'hJat. did fnot prove t() hCe an1 t sy tlask.
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MOL Cancellation

As early as December 1965, six months after President

Johnson formally approved the program, MOL encountered money

problems and came under fire from various sources. On December

29 the New World Telegram reported that the mounting costs of

the Vietnam War would slow MOL development. (38:567) The year

1966 brought cutbacKs in funds for the 14OL project. DOD

received only $150 million in the FY 67 budget due to tight

funding and priorities in other areas. Dr. Robert C. Seamans,

Jr., NASA's Deputy Administrator, cbserved that the "extremely

stringent budget" resulted from costs of the V:ietnam War and the

Great Society social programs. According to Defense Secretary

McNamara, the $150 million allccated in FY 1966 and the $150

million in the FY 1967 budget provided for "design, definition,

system integration, development of specifications and

determination of firm cost proposals." (30:87) But there was not

enough money to pay for any operational equipment, although

there was enough to allow an important test. This test was the

launch of a Titan IIIC with an unmanned modified Gemini capsule

attached. Tht; test took place in November 1966 and confirmed

that the hatch cut in the heat shield did not degradc its

protective capabilities from the intense heat of reentry.

(30 : 33•)

Prinside.nt t olinson's FT 1968 budget request, stubmitted in

JIVIj,,ry 1 67, asked Congress- t'o in••i:r-ase . OL furndi ng to $430
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million. By that time, MOL was already over budget and two

years behind schedule, with a first launch now scheduled for

1970 instead of 1968. The total cost of the MOL program had

risen from the $1.5 billion initially announced by the President

to approximately $2.2 billion by most current estimates.

(31:140) The budget request was again increased in the FV 1969

oudget submission to Congress, this time to $600 million.

Secretary of Defense McNamara defended the increase in MOL

funding before Congress saying, "FY 69 is expected to be a peak

year of activity in the MOL program." The $600 million would

not launch the first MOL, but it would complete much of the.

testing of the system.

The program's real troubles began when Congress demanded,

in FY 1969 budget hearings, that the DOD cut $900 million from

its oudget, or Congress would do it. On 19 May 1968 Senator

Edward Kennedy described the mood of Congress, and much of the

nation, when he urged the slowing of the entire US space program

after the completion of the lunar landing and exploration. Hle

said, ". .a substantial portion of the space budget [should)

be :ivertedi. . [tol pressing problems [at homel. . . . We need

a dedication not only to the national security. . [but] to

social justice [as well]. . . .(11:222) A Harris Poll, taken on

14 duly 1968, confirmed Senator Kennedy'n view. The poll show'-d

that most Americans did not think the space pr'egram worth $4

billion1 a year. Those polled agreed that NASA should o:omplevIe
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the lunar exploration program, but that when it was over, space

programs should be slowed or stopped. (11:223)

In 1969 President Nixon asked Congress for $576 f5i].ion in

the FY 1970 bidget for MOL. By this time both the NASA

orbiting workshop aud MOL were schedu~ed for launch in 1971. As

a result, numerous Congressmen claimed duplication oetween the

NASA and DOD space projects. The issue of wasteful duplication,

mounting costs, and a three year delay of MOL ultimately

concluded in the announcem'ent of MOL's cancellation :n 10 dune

1969. Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard announced the

cancellation citing the "continuing urgency of reducing, Federal

Defense spending" and rapid "advances in automated techniques

for uninanned satellites" that negated the primary role of MOL.

ý,32: 176)

The outcry from proponents of the system wag, immediate.

Lieutenant General Ira C. Eaker (USAF, Ret) wrote a letter to

the Detroit News:

access the capability of iite:;,cepting, inspecting
and, if need be, destroying hostile weapons in
space. Cancellation. . concedes to the Russians
control of space. After 1972, the Russians will
have the capability of overhauling and destroying
our reconnaissance satellites, and they will also he
capable of placing weapons in space which we can
neither intercept, identify nor disarm. (32:191)

Despite concerns such as Eaker' s, th.i program coujld not be

saved, and the. threat did not materiýilizei.
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The estimated $3 billion cost if thc program were continued

(double President *Johnson's announced cost in 1965) at a time

when funds were needed for the Vietnam War arid social programs,

resulted in the program's cancellation. The militcry did manage

to accomplish a few of the experiments planned fo, MOL on NASA's

Gemini and Apollo flights. But the. usefulness of military man-

in-space remained untested. Dr. Edward C. V-elsni, formerly

NASA's Executive Secretary, observed:

[MOL cancellation] should at most be a postponement.
Contrary to assertions made by people who should
know better, the MOL was not planned as a weapon
system and would not have been a threat to any
other nation. [MOL observations would be] as
peaceful as those obtained on the NASA Gemini and
Apollo flights. Men on toard the spacecrnft can be
justified by contributions men make in matte's of
observations, maintenance and communication with
Earth. To try to combine the Air Force and NASA
manned programs would waste much of the investments
already made, would delay both programs, would
increase the total cost over the long run, and would
violate the sound administrative principle of having
the experts do what they have been trained to do.
Failure to get a maximum return from tte national
security system would seem to be woefuily
shortsighted and wasteful. (32:278)

The combixncd program which Welsh r(eferred to was the Apollo

Applications Program, also known as the Manned Orbiting Research

Laboratory (MORL). The MORL program, much more ambitious than

was MOL, called for a twelve-man orb1iting space station i.n a low

inclination orbit. The MORL would have been strictly scientific

in natture while the MOL p" ogram was in. existence. When the MOL

progfram was canceled, many of the items purchased for it, were

trt-irs 1ev cl to the MORL[ program along with some of the
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experiments the military wanted to carry out on a space station.

Shortly after MOL cancellation, however, the MORL program was

also canceled for many of the same reasons as MOL, i.e., rising

costs and declining public and Congressional support.

Major Robert McDonald (USAF), in an Air Command and Staff

Research project, believed that MOL and Dyna Soar both failed

for essentially the same reasons: 1) unmanned automatic vehicles

posed less risk to humans while successfully performing the same

missions, 2) NASA was pursuing a comparable, competitive mission

at the same time the USAF and DOD were pursuing MOL and Dyna

Soar, 3) neither the USAF nor DOD could disprove that automated

instruments couldn't better perform most missions the military

wanted accomplished, 4) robotics and self-repairing computers

were advancing rapidly, eliminating the need for a manned system,

and 5) high speed computers and video down-links had made man-in

-space unnecessary. (48:16) Still without a man-in-space, DOD

officials began realizing that there was limited use for manned

military spacecraft.

The extensive research already completed did result in a

new program born of the MOL and MORL programs. Throughoiit the

life of the two programs and even before they came into

existence, scientists and the military had discussed a better

way to ferry people and supplies into space. They wanted to

reduce the costs of space flight by elimirnat.ing expendable

booster's int favor c f reusealhI st ones - Even !JbIough MOL, and MORL

spa+ce stadtion programs weý,e coa+vce.e ed, both l)Ol a10d NASA
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understood the need for a means to work in space in a vehicle

that would return to a normal landing on earth. Research

conducted on Dyna Soar and MOL/MORL would be used to develop

this new system--the Space Transportation System, or, as it is

commonly known, the Space Shuttle.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (STS)

Search for a Space Ferry

The concept of a spacecraft capable of ferrying equipment,

people, and supplies to and from space was hardly new. Sanger's

Silver Bird, discussed in Chapter One, could have performed as a

space ferry. The Dyna Soar (X-20) ýas also thought of as a

possible space ferry candidate. Scientists knew, however, that

the Dyna Soar was an experimental craft, too small to actually

ferry much of anything into space. But Dyna Soar did present

scientists with the opportunity to perform research to develop

the technology which would one day result in a space ferry

system.

Even when the Dyna Soar program was canceled and replaced

by the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), the concept behind the

Dyna Soar continued in the form of developing a vehicle capable

of resupplying MOL. In testimony before the House Armed

Services Committee in February, 1964, Air Force Chief of Staff

General Curtis E. LeMay, said:

maneuverable aerospacecraft capable of controlled
reentry and precision recovery, ferrying missions to
and from a space laboratory, transfer of men and
equipment in space and a wide range of other
roles. . . . (37:44-45)
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Lifting Body Research

Research toward the aerospace ferry that General LeMay

talked about began with the establishment of the Spacecraft

Technology and Advanced Reentry Test (START) program in

September 1964. START would study the field of reentry through

use of the SV-5, M2, and HL-i0 lifting body vehicles. The SV-5,

which was being built by Martin Marietta Corporation, was

intended to test reentry principles and aerodynamics of a

reusable, maneuverable spacecraft.('37:308) This program

beginning in 1965 tested various shapes, landing capabilities,

and the atmospheric maneuverability of a hypersonic reentry

vehicle. None of the vehicles were used to actually reenter the

atmosphere while manned. One, the SV-SD, was launched unmanned

on an Atlas booster rocket to test its reentry characteristics.

All three test launches of SV-5D models were deemed successful,

although two of the vehicles were not recovered. The tests were

called successful because the vehicles were maneuvered after

reentry and valuable data was telemetered to earth during the

flights. However, only the third craft was recovered. The

first craft's parachute malfunctioned and it crashed; the second

vehicle was lost when flotation devices failed and it sank in

the Pacific Ocean.(31:62-63)

The SV-5P, HL--10, and M2-F2 had only slight structural

differences. The So-5P (later t.o be renamed the X-24A) was a

5,000 pound, 24 foot long wingless vehicle. The shape of the
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vehicle was an airfoil with vertical fins, which gave the

vehicle aerodynamic lift. The HL-iO and M2-F2 were almost

exactly the same as the SV-5P except that they were somewhat

smaller, weighing 4,500 pounds. Both the HL-1O and M2-F2 were

wingless, delta-shaped vehicles.

All three START vehicles went through the same flight

regimen. Carried aloft by a B-52 to between 45,000 and 50,000

feet, they were released to glide back to earth. This checked

their maneuverability and stability. in later testing the

vehicles' Thiokol rocket engines were ignited, developing 8,000

pounds of thrust and allowing flight up to 80,000 feet at

supersonic speeds thereby simulating reentry conditions.

(31:383) These tests were needed because NASA and the Air Force

wanted to develop possibilities for future lifting body (or

ferry) type vehicles which would be capable of landing on

conventional runways. j. V. Teistrup in a Washington Post

article suggested ". . crews might use the [future] vehicles

to inspsect foreign spacecraft, repair U.S. satellites, make

reconnaissance flights, fly in search and rescue operations or

take replacement crews and supplies up to manned space

stations. " (30. 14)

STI'ART studies built upon much of the work accomplished in

the Dyna Soar program. Even the shape of the vehicles was

reminiscent of the :3hape planned of Dyna Soar. START lifting

body studies terminated on 20 August 1975. However, they added

much useful data on a maneuverable reentry vehicle useful in the

latcr deve ioprlýent of the Space Shuttle.
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Sy2ace Shuttle Conceptual Studies

NASA contracted, ,1, the Boeing Corpany in da•nuzry 1.969 to

begin studies of a `space logistics system.:' The machine, could

be either reusable or expendable as long as it could supply a

space staion in 100 to 300 mile earth orbit, lift-off with

5,000 to 50,0")0 pounds of payload and carry twelve passengers.

(32:26) Later that same year, contracts for similar studies were

extended to Lockheed, General Dynamics, North American Rockwell,

and McDonnzll Douglas. (32:47) Whatever system these

contractors devised, NASA wantad it operational sometime during

1974-1976.

Air Force Secretary Robert C. Seamans, Jr. expressed the

DOD's interest shortly after the cancellation of the MOL project

in June 1969. He. bel.ieved that the shuttle could be jointly

developed, saying that there must be savings in space flight

operations and this might be accomplished using reusable

vehicles. He also suggested that the DOD and NASA research and

develop th. system together. (32:345) The Space Task Group,

chartered by President Nixon and chaired by Vice President

Agnew. recomniendad in 1969 that a Space Transportation System

(STS) be developed. Its purpose would be to provide the United

States with an efficient way to enter space with flexibility and

at less expense tnan current technology allowed. (44: 1)

This system as env sioned by Maxime A. Faget, Manned

Spacecraft Director of Engineering Developmert for NASA, was to
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be a 225 foot high vehicle weighing 2.5 million pounds at

launch. It would be capable of lifting 25,000 pounds of cargo,

including passengers, and would be attached to the booster

stage's upper half. Both the booster and orbiter would have

wings. The booster would detach from the orbiter close to space

and be flown by a two man crew to a landing at an airfield.

Once separated from the booster, the orbiter crew would ignite

the orbiter's rockets to attain altitudes of' 300 miles. During

reentry into the earth's atmosphere, the orbiter would be

piloted in a controlled glide to a conventional 10,000 foot

runway. (32:345)

DOD officials were convinced that a shuttle system,

comparable to what Faget described, would answer their manned

space needs. In Marcn 1971 Colonel John G. Albert, Director

of USAF Space Operations, announced that the DOD was "putting

its faith in the shuttle and as a result, we are not developing

any other space rocket beyond the Titan III. We intend to use

the shuttle for all military space operations." (33:75) This

decision in 1(71 would have dire consequences in 1986 when the

Space Shuttle Challen~er exploded. Consequently, the Air Force

would be left with a limited number of assets with which to

launch satellites. But in 1971 the shuttle appeared to offer

DOD the advantages it sought for a future jauncb vehicle and a

Sman- in-space, program.

Some of the advantages DOD foresaw included the possibility

of launching rzommunications, navigation, metoo::oological , and
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reconnaissance satellites while performing the manned military

space experiments the Air Force had wanted since the Dyra Soar

program. While the design studies for the STS continued, the

USAF studied potential defense applications of the system. In

the carly 1970s, the Air Force still actively sought a manned

role in space.

DOD Uses

President Nixon authorized tiie Space Transportation System

in January 1972, with the DOD as a partner in its development.

Yet the DOD remained uncertain about what the shuttle might do,

besides launch military satellites. In a 1977 House rf

Representatives Space Science Subcommittee Hearing on the STS,

the DOD mission t:as typified as "conservative," with plans to

use only 20% of the total STS missions.. Defense Department

officials did know, however, that their payloads needed to be

flown on separate missions than those flown by NAS¾-, and NASA

concurred with this assessment. (46: zi) Even more sigrnififcant,

the Hearings discussed the results of a fleet size capab iity

study conducted by the Air Force and NASA it) 1976. The study's

conclusions were: 1) a five orbiter flect was mi-tnimum if the DOD

was to do away with its expendable launch capability completely,

and 2) less Lharn f ive would not prov ide ope.rat ,.ona 1 assurances

allowing ttrmination of expendable laun(chefs- More importontl ,,
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the study indicated that less than five in the orbiter fleet

would not allow routine use of the expanded facilities on the

west coast at Vandenburg AFB, California. It also stated that a

fleet of fewer than four orbiters would not permit the DOD or

commercial users to commit fully to the STS facility on the east

coast. (46:20) This conclusion would return to haunt the

Defense Department when Challenger was lost in January 1986.

If five orbiters were approved, the plan called for three

orbiters at the Kennedy Space Center (Cape Canaveral) and two at

Vandenburg. Less than five, and the Air Force believed it would

require a standby expendable launch vehicle capability at the

western launch complex "because of the reduced operational

flexibility which a reduced fleet size would provide in the

event of damage or loss of an orbiter." (46:81) But Congress

was unconvinced, and approved four instead of the requested five

STS vehicles. The cosvt of five was simply judged too high.

(22,1) DOD and NASA officials began planning space shuttle

usage around a fleet of four, with military use of the shuttles

devoted to national security missions.

A 1982 White House fact sheet stated that the STS would be

the primary Iaunch system for nat i ona I secur ty and c iv iaIi l

space ifissions of the United States. (47:108) But the

predominant military question in the ear-ly 1980's remained:

"What exactly is the need for a m I itar-y man in space, and What.

should be the. spacte policy to support that, need?"
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Developing a Military Space Mission

In a 1981 article, the New York Times stated that from

the beginning of planning in the 1970's, the shuttle program

would benefit from military operations. (22:1) But no one, it

seemed, could as yet define exactly what manned military

operations in space would embrace. Lieutenant General Daniel 0.

Graham, USA, attempted to define what these operations should be

in his book High Frontier, when he put a top priority on

development of a utility-type manned space vehicle capable of

satellite inspection, on orbit maintenance, and space tug

missions wherever satellites could go. "We can harbor no

illusions that space can be limited to peaceful uses. .

he declared ". . most current space assets. . .are partially or

entirely military [in nature]. . . ." (4:40-41) Obviously, the

STS could fulfill some of Graham's missions, but. not all of them.

Specifically, the STS could not reach satellites in high earth

orbits. Graham, there fore, argued for a fol low-on to the STS that

was capable of a(:compt ishing those missions. This follow-on

vehicle would be ". . a multi -purpose, m iitary, manned space

vehicle to perform a wide variety Of space misLsions. ... " (4:47)

CoIin G. Gray cons i dered American space pol icy in his 1983

book on the mf I li. ary uses Of- spacve"

Not~wi t.hs~tand ing a quar ter of' a Crentilr-y Of' Sj),ce
etxperienice, the United States- today r-eiia is, con tu'sed
as to what its splc• po) icy -;hoo Ikil e, how it sh. ) I

tti ink ab5Out t ht' 11111t.ar1 WAes ii space. and hOw
mil itary' space act. ~iv iy maylý at fect, flitoiat w lai m Ii try
pIo ic ity as a whole.. (5: 94)
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Gray blamed rmost of the policy confusion on 1,til.itary planners

shci-tsightedness. le said that planne.s could nu~t or did not

comprehend the dimensions and possibiliiies of space war,

therFJfore, they dismissed it as; an unneedzd medium, (!ray

asserted that military planners and Congressrmen were not

foresighted enough to realize the potential of space. Space

systems, he continued, almest exc.lusivsly were drveloped in

response to Soviet achievements that threatin-:. the n•t•onal

pride or well-being, (5:95)

Gray believed chat President Reagan might finally have

provided thc! military with a :iia'ned mi~s..on in space. The

Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) proposed by Presiden- Reagan

in March 1983 would concentrate military efforts, aczcording to

Gray. (5:95)

Air Force. Role in Space

When Air Force leaders began to thir'k about mi~itary

missions for the Space Shuttle,, they also had to ithink in terms

of how to besi. perform those r~issio,,.s. Earty in the history of

Air Force space operations, officials re;lizad that satellites

would need to be in either a high inclijiation polar orbit; a

geosynchronous orbit; or a high inclinatLion, highly elliptical

orbit to best serve military rie'..,nt•. 'Yhese orbits allow
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the s.atellite to see any point on the globe at sometime, or, at

the very laast, virtually all iand masses in one hemisphere.

This was the reason the Air Forcte wanted a shuttle launch

facility on the west coast at Vandenburg AFB, California.

Construction of' a shuttle launch pad and runway capable of

handling the landing shuttle was started at Vandenburg in 1983,

with its completion at first planned in 1985. (39:31)

Military secrecy and military contr-ol also resulted in

beginning construction of a Consolidated Space Operat.ions Center

(CSOC) at Colorado Springs, Colorado, in May 2963. (45:31) Some

of the STS missions the Air Force expected to cont,ýol using the

CSOC included the repair and/or retrieval of low-earth orbit

satellites, manned reconnaissance tests, eentuzl deployment of

a space station, and ocean surveillance, among others. The

mission diff-trences between MOL and STS were minor. MOL would

have repaired satellites in orbit, the STS could repair in orbit.

or retrieve and return the satellite to earth ior repair before

returning them to orbit again. (20:19) CSOC was to conti-ol

these missions.

The costs associated with CSOC, the Vanderiburg launch site,

and a military man-in-space role were again hotly debated, rauch

as the costE. of a muilitary manned space role had been debated in

the pat. The debate ncw centered around the costs of puttirg

man in a system that could probaoly be atitomated and d-) the &ý,ame

job cheaper and with less risk to life. Critics contend&:.d tlat

lil e support systems, the requirement to build and launch a
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larger, c.)nt;ai.ner to acc mmcdat.i huiran neeO's, and the added

Weig;ht and rcomplexity that man added 4o the syStUm were not.

worý.ih the increased •osts.

On the other sid,4s of the argument, the words also had not

chang-ed over the decades, Proponents clain;md that man could

,zvaluai.•i events which robo-s could riozt, and could react to

unepe.. E.eets.. ~(:3 The pvoi.onent's pr-blem remained:

this argument never diefined i relc for military man in space

except in general and abstr••rt terms. A manned role in space,

however, may have been established for the Air Force largely by

the SDI program and increasing S(.oiviet capability as demonstrated

in the Sovea and Salyut programs.

According to Aviation Week and Space Techn2 2ooN the

Soviets helped proponent.% of a militfy ,tnn"ed presence in space

i.remendous]y, even if unintentionally, throigh t'-.eir Salyut

sspce station program by demonstrating the value of manned ocean

surveillance, commaad and control, and testing of' thcir owr S[NI-

type comlponaents. rhis, added to ongoing shuttle experiments,

brcught reconsideration of toe possibilities of and need for a

military man in spece. (20:19)

The Future

After forty years, a manned role in space ;F, fJinaill

gainilig supo;-t Two systems have been proposec. 1': fu 1) i I hat

so
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role: an aerospace plane and a space rhe aerospaat"

piane appears iin two forms, ,ne considered by NASA and the other

by the DOD. The NASA concept is alread, beting designated the

Shuttle 2 and could be ready for use before the currenLt STS

fleet is retired around 2010. NASA planned Shtittle 2 to be

ready for flight by the year 2000. This gives the two systems

a ten year overlap.

Reviewing the two systems, Aviation Week stated that

Shuttle 2 would be a space station logistics spacecraft, made of

lightweight materials, using rocket propui'ion. Although the

new Shuttle will employ a single stage, it will be designed to

take off vertically as does the current. STS. The primiary

improvement over STS: Shuttle 2 will carry its own weight in

payload into earth orbit. (21:30)

The Shuttle 2 is being con.;idered and design,o-d at the saimx

time as the Air FortL.e's X-30 aerospace plar.e. The X-30, howave,',

is progressing at a much slowe:' rate tkar. Shuttle 2 because

technological. breakthroughs are required if the X-30 is to l lvc,

up to DOD's expectation of a vei.icle capable of' us-Ing a runway

for takeoff as well as landinf,. This air-craft-space vehs:cle

will not he ready for subsc,ale testing untii 1Ž93 or 1994 c, the

current rate of development. It will. be well into the 2O0Os

bet'ore X--30 will become op-,;-Itio)na] 1y rei'jy. With such a iong

development period, and with NASA working cn Shuttle 2, the

question of duplication (-f effort will prc4bably surface again as

it did with Dynr Socv" anti M160,, a. ,Athough NAEA and DOD both claim
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that the missions and technologies will be different. (21:31)

rhis claim, however, has not saved previous Air Force manned

space programs.

The second potential use of military man in space resides

in a space station, although as late as 1986 the DOD showed

little inclination to support a space station. In 1983 the Air

Force Scientific Advisory Board, the Naval Research Board, and

the Army Science Board conducted extensive studies on the

potential uses of a permanent military space presence. The

initial results of this study indicated that a manned space

.tation could be used to construct and maintain large, space

based, early-warning radars; command, control, and tracking

systeirs; and for lýser or directed energy weapon research to

support the President's SDI program. (20:19) The USAF

Scientific AdviDory Board further recommended that:

military utility of (a] follo'--on military dedicated
manned space station across tie full spectrum of
anticipated military activities under various threat
enýiranments ranging from peacetime through crises
management, third world conflicts, to large-scale
con•ocntionaI warfare. (43:3)

The same year that these groups conducted this study, Brian

O'Leary considered space stations and observed:

[President Reagans recently announced Star Wars
was] not consistent with the Air Force's emphasis on
an unmanned program and reluctance to actively
promote the space station. . . The Air Force is
more interested in extending what is familiar to
them--the unmanned satellite program--into. . . the
battlefield. They are not interested in manned
flight, in spite of the Soviet push ... [The Air
Force] appears to be taking a wait and see attitude
toward a space station. (10:18-20)
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O'Leary went on to remind the DOD and the Air Force of the

potential uses of a manned space station, which he waý. sure the

Soviets were taking advantage of in their space program. The

potential military uses he claimed for the station included:

1) Research and Development. . .a new dimension of
warfare. An anonymous military official said: 'The
Soviets goal of having continuously manned space
stations may support both defensive and offensive
weapons in space with man in the space station for
target selection, repairs and adjustments, and
positive command and control.' At least one
contractor. . . emphasized the importance of spending
a few ycars of research and development on military
man in space--a dress rehearsal for battles
controlled from or carried out in space.

2) Manned Command Post which is consistent with
the Air Force stated long term goal for the 1990s.
This will provide confirmation of. . .automated
systems which are not always accurate.

3) Warfare In Space. .could range from space
based lasers or particle beam generators capable of
interfering with aircraft, t& detecting and
reporting enemy troop movements or intercepting
enemy missiles. (10:21-24)

Despite this speculation by O'Leary and others, and the

recommendations of the Scientific Advisory Board to continue

investigations into potential uses of a space station, the Air

Force displayed little inclination toward pursuing a permanent

manned presence in space. Scientific Advisory Board consultant

Eberhart Rechtin expressed his misgivings in 1983 on the

validity of pursuing a space station

A number of proposals have been circulated for use
of a space station for repair, satellite storage,
satellite recovery and the like . . . In concept.,
all of these things are possible, though not
necessarily cost effective. (41:2-1)
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Air Force grass roots support for a manned space station

was, nevertheless, gaining steam. Aviation Week reported in

December 1986 that the Department of Defense had reversed its

stand and would now play a part in planning the US and

international space station for military research. Apparently

the need for SDI space based studies contributed to this

decision. Whatever the reasons, it appears the Air Force will

actively claim, once again, the need for a manned presence in

space.

An Air Force manned space mission, however, has remained

elusive. In July 1983 Richard D. DeLauer, Under Secretary of

Defense for Research and Engineering, stated in an interview:

Whether or not any. . [military space] missions
will be better served by a manned space station is
problematic. It's not that we haven't tried. Not
only in the [unclassified] but also in the (secret]
world we established groups who looked very, very
hard at whether we can do a better job with man in
space, not only in a station but also in the (Space]
Shuttle. (22:21)

The Department of Defense over the next few years will need

to find a mission for man-in-space if it is to claim a

permanent manned space presence. Until a specific mission is

designated and the leadership of the Air Force, ics sister

services and the Department of Defense agree upon that mission,

Congress will likely continue to withhold funding for space and

cancel programs over, budget or duplicate civilian programs. SDI

may hold the key to accomplishing that task. If the military
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does not establish this need, however, it may be hard pressed to

catch up with the Soviets should they develop a true military

space mission which threatens the United States' right to use

"space freely.
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CONCLUS I ON

Since the late 1950s the United States Air Force has

attempted with limited success to define a need for a rianned

military presence in space. In 1958 Air Force leadership

thought it had solid justification for the expense and potential

hazards associated with manned space flight. Dyna Soar was

planned as both an offensive and defensive manned space system

with specific roles in orbital reconnaissance, interception and

bombardment. Dyna Soar's potential uses in these roles,

however, became muddied with President Eisenhower's policy for

the peaceful use of space. That policy, still basically in

effect, permitted military support missions but eliminated

offensive roles for Dyna Soar. Advancing robotics and

electronics technology directly affected both defensive and

offensive space missions, and led to the cancellation of the

Dyna Soar and Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL). Consequently,

the need for a manned military role in space continued to be

questioned by both civilian and military leaders. Proponents Gf

manned military missions, meantime, have been unable to

successfully define an overriding need. As early as July 1961,

Air Force Chief of Staff Curtis E. LeNay told the USAf

Scientific Advisory Board that he could not define a weapon

system dependent on the space environment that was manned. But

he argued that the Air Force needed to put a man in space to

define that role. (45:132-133)
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S.ipporters today still declare: "We need to put military

men in space to determine his role in that environment." This

thepe was repeated on the cancellation of Dyna Soar in 1963 and

ajnouncement of the Manned Orbiting Laborator-y program. On

February 3, 1964, Secretary of the Air Force Eugene M. Zuckert

testified befnrc th2 House Armed Services Committee

In the field of military applications of space, our
views as to the future remain unchanged, We believe
that we must vigorously exploit the most likely
avenues of interest, though we are not yet able to
be definitive enough to describe man's military
spece role.

The Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL). . .is a
research progroa aimed at giving man the opportunity
to operate in space so that we may determine whether
and when the manned space vehicle will be militarily
significart. (37:44)

Running behind schedule and over cost estimates, MOL wa5

canrcelad on 1(1 June 1969, without having determined the elus.ive

role of military man in space. The search for that rale

continues today with the Space Shuttle. In 1983 USAF Deputy

As3istant Secretary for Space Plans and Policy Charles W. Cook

declared:

A great deal of knowledge is i!eded to deter-rriunc
exactl!, what the [milita'yl mnai's role should be.
Lacking any speciZic military requirements that we
can identii", at this t;[.,e, the Defense Department
currently believes that an evolutionary aporoach is
preferr-ed in determiniig the operational value of
military crews in space. (23:21)

Some (nigh". argue that the Air eorce manned space n&'hc was

indeed found in the Space Shuttle, and that the shuttle mis-,iun

is all that man can and should do ii space. However , p]lcing
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satellites in and repairing them on orbit, rather than replacing

them using unmanned launch vehicles, may not be cost effective.

Although the evidence is inconclusive, opponents of the Shuttle

clai, that it is cheaper to continue to build new instrumented

satellites and put them in orbit with expendable launch systems.

In April 19,3O Gregg Easterbrook, science writer for a small

Washington DC newspaper, observed, ". . the Shuttle simply

can't do anything the old rockets couldn't do, won't save money,

and won't help us learn anything we couldn't learn. .on the

old rockets."(9:32) USAF Scientific Advisory Board member Ivan

Getting criticized the Space Shuttle versus expendable launch

vehicle costs, stating:

Originally, NASA. . .[believed the Shuttle's]
reusability would reduce the cost of transporting
satellites into low orbits as compared to the use of
expendable laurich vehicles. In the early analysis,
a large number of launches per year were assumed;
and some costs of operating man-rated vehicles were
estimated. As a matter of fact, the number of U.S.
space launches has fallen. . . . This reduction is
due to. . military satellites. . ibeing] more
capable and last[ling] longer than 10 year-s ago.
[The result is]. . .the recurring costs to the
taxpayer of the manned shuttle is. . . about $150
million as compared to an expendable vehicle launch
of about $60 to $80 million. (27:7-5)

If Easterbrook and Getting's misgivings become widespread

and the Aerospace Plane does not materialize, the Air Force can

expect to return to expendahle vehicles when the Space Shuttle

program concludes, approximately 2010. The Space Shuttle,

however, presents the Ai- Force with a golden opportunity to

find a role for mi'an in space. This opportunity could be
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extended if NASA builds a space! station, and the Air Force

shares the development costs in return for use of the station.

Getting believes the Air Force should take that. risk because:

military operational requirement for a manned space
station, and while current approaches to spa'ce
experimentation do not strongly favor the presence
of a man in space, the existence of a manned
national space station would undoubtedly make some
contribution in the development of space facilities
technology, research and development of defense-
related components, subsystems and sensors.
Certainly extending the flight time of the Shuttle
would not only extend the usefulness of the shuttle
for such experiments but also point the way to more
imaginative system experiments. (27:3-8)

Still, doubt of a useful manned space mission remains

strong within the Air Force. An unnamed Air Force official

bluntly told Aviation Week in December 1986: "We really don't

know yet specifically what we would use [a space] station for

its high level supporters. Major General John H. Storrie

(USAF) recently told an Aviation Week reporter, "Anybody who

thinks there's not a role for the military man in space has

their [sic] head in the sand." (19:2:2) But Soviet manned space

spectabulars and Air Force advocacy is not enough. Congress

must be convinced of an Air Force need for a manned mil itary

presence in space before iL will provide the billions of

dollars to develop and deploy the necessary space systems. If

the Air Force wants those dollars, it must do more than claim a

need to "take the high ground" in the nation's defense. It

must effectively use its current programs to estabi ish a
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convincing need for military man in space. Short of that, the

perennial question, "What role is there for military men in

space?" likely will remain unanswered, and the nation and its

military services will continue to rely on automatic

instrumented spacecraft.
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